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INOX Garuda Mall 

"Modern Multiplex"

Located within Garuda Mall, the INOX theater provides an exemplary

cinematic experience with its state-of-the-art amenities and comfortable

seating arrangements. Movie schedules typically include a mix of local as

well as Bollywood and Hollywood movies. With its prime location on

Magrath Road, this theater is a real crowd-puller.

 +91 80 4112 8888  www.inoxmovies.com/Cinemas.asp

x?CityID=15

 Magrath Road, 4th Floor, Garuda Mall ,

Ashok Nagar, Bengaluru
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Urvashi Digital Cinema 

Located in the plush Lalbagh area near the Lalbagh Botanical Gardens,

Urvashi Digital Cinema is a modern cinema house that showcases local

Kannada, Bollywood as well as Hollywood movies. This modern movie

theater was among the first in the city to be equipped with Digital 4K and

3D technology. With 464 balcony seats and 697 rear circle seats, Urvashi

Digital Cinema can accommodate a total number of 1161 people within its

confines.

 +91 80 4347 4347  www.urvashicinema.com/  urvashi.cinema@gmail.com  40 Siddaiah Road, Bangalore
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PVR Koramangla 

"Premier Cinema Theater"

In 1997 PVR Cinemas opened their first multiplex in India since then their

growth spurt is tremendous. They have their presence all across the

country and this PVR has eleven screens to its credit. A perfect

entertainment venue so grab some popcorn, coke and watch high-quality

films and the latest cinema blockbusters.

 +91 8800900009  www.pvrcinemas.com/nowshowing/

Bengaluru

 Hosur Main Road, 21 & 22, 3rd Floor,

The Forum, Bengaluru
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Cinemax - Bengaluru 1 

"Popular Theater"

Part of a leading chain of cinemas all over India, Cinemax - Bengaluru 1 is

housed within the sprawling Soulspace Spirit mall in Bellandur. The large

multiplex features four screens and showcases the latest in regional

cinema as well as popular Bollywood flicks. Each of the screening halls is

equipped with comfy seating and refined acoustics to ensure an enjoyable

movie-going experience. The multiplex also houses a snack parlor serving

a variety of snacks and beverages apart from popcorn to munch on during

the movie. Call ahead or check website for latest movie listings as well as

booking.

 +91 80 4902 9500  www.cinemax.co.in/Inner/Theater.a

spx

 Sarjapur Outer Ring Road, Soulspace

Spirit, Belandur Junction, Bengaluru
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Cinepolis Bengaluru 

"Plush Multiplex"

One of the first few ventures of the reputed Mexican cinema chains in

India, Cinepolis Bengaluru is already gaining a reputation as one of the

best in the city. The seven screen multiplex located on the fourth level of

the Royal Meenakshi Mall is decked with state of the art equipment and

acoustics to ensure a sublime cinematic experience. Additionally, it is the

first fully digital cinema in the city. Each of the cinema halls feature

extremely comfortable seating and some great refreshment options at the

snack bar. With regular offers and promotions, Cinepolis Bengaluru is one

of the city's favorites.

 royalmeenakshimall.com/cinepolis/  c_bengaluru@cinepolis.com  Bennerghatta Road, Fourth Floor, Royal

Meenakshi Mall, Bengaluru
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